Graduate Coordinator Meeting Minutes
Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, January 26, 2011
Graduate Coordinators Present: Gail Berlin, Kristy Chunta, Karen Dandurand, Beverly Goodwin,
Becky Knickelbein, Joe Kovaleski, Yu-Ju Kuo, Jeanine Mazak-Kahne, Mark McGowan, Alida Merlo, Phil
Neusius, Gian Pagnucci, Shannon Phaneuf, Jeff Ritchey, Jen Roberts, Teresa Shellenbarger, David Stein,
Stephanie Taylor-Davis, Sarah Wheeler

Graduate School Staff present: Hilliary Creely, Donna Griffith, Lori Harkleroad, Timothy Mack,
Autumn Shannon, Paula Stossel
I.
II.
III.

Meeting called to order by Dr. Timothy Mack, Dean, School of Graduate Studies and
Research
Introductions
a. Attendees introduced themselves and shared which program they coordinated.
Open Issues
a. Marketing Update - Paula Stossel
i. Paula Stossel updated the group on existing marketing and advertising
initiatives and used a handout, a line graph of program-specific inquiry data by
month, to illustrate how we can compare program-specific inquiries by month
and by year, to analyze the results of specific marketing initiatives.
ii. Donna Griffith noted that Paula can generate these reports for any program
upon request and suggested that an appointment is made between Paula and
the requesting area’s representative(s). Paula can then explain the programspecific information and answer any questions.
b. Update from the Assistant Dean for Administration - Donna Griffith
i. Donna said that the Spring 2011 commencement date is May 7, which is a
Saturday, varying from the traditional Sunday commencement date. She also
noted that the date is incorrect in the Graduate Catalog.
ii. Donna gave an update on the status of the GA Allocations, sharing with the
group that the allocation report should be available within 2 - 3 weeks. The
report will show 2010-2011 (i.e. past) allocations as well as the 2011-2012 and
the 2012-2013 allocations. The designated GA numbers will remain the same as
’10-’11 for the most part; however, they are listed as TBD (to be determined)
under the 2012-2013 column. Coordinators were asked to make it clear to
prospective designated GAs that 2011-2012 appointments were for 1 year only.
iii. The question was posed as to whether the Graduate Online Programs will have
GAs allocated to them. Dr. Mack stated that, in his experience with online
programs at other institutions, he has found that the online programs do need
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assistantships and that those programs need to be included in the allocation
figures. However, it was noted that with the CBA between APSCUF and PASSHE
stipulating what GAs are allowed to be doing in their positions, the issue will
probably need to be discussed with APSCUF to outline what a GA can do in
regard to online programs.
With the assistance of Lori Harkleroad, Donna showed the group the virtual
orientation currently available through a link on the SGSR Admissions website.
In light of the ease and functionality of the virtual orientation, the question was
posed as to whether the traditional, global graduate orientation has outlived its
usefulness. Discussion ensued with many members of the group voicing
opinions on the traditional vs. the virtual orientation, culminating with the
consensus that the global graduate orientation is no longer the most useful and
efficient way of disseminating information to new graduate students.
Gian Pagnucci called for a vote on discontinuing the global orientation to
replace it with departmental orientations geared more toward the specific
programs with general information being covered by virtual orientation in
addition to FAQs and various links on websites. The motion passed
unanimously.
Donna offered that the funds normally spent by the SGSR to have the
traditional, global orientation could be distributed or allocated to the
departments to use exclusively for the individual orientations, provided that
each department will submit to the SGSR a detailed outline of how the money
will be spent to help facilitate the departmental orientations while ensuring the
adherence to University and PASSHE policies, most notably the latest policies
regarding using public funds to purchase food items. She also asked that there
be a SGSR presence at the departmental orientations, if at all possible.
Other important points extracted from the above-mentioned discussions
include:
A - Shannon Phaneuf noted that she feels the virtual orientation is
highly useful to help respond to inquiries that she receives from
prospective students.
B - Joe Kovaleski suggested that each area highlights links to items of
significant importance covered in the virtual orientation.
C - In regard to the program handbooks, Dr. Mack offered that
handbooks have the potential to save large amounts of time and can
also reduce the “nobody told me” arguments if students are required to
sign a statement that they have read and understood the information
contained therein.
D - Dr. Mack also stressed the importance of the consistent application
of policies and that there be uniform enforcement of those policies.
Donna added that exceptions to any established policy should be
“uniquely defensive and replicable.”

IV.

c. Update from the Dean of the SGSR - Dr. Mack
i. In regard to the status of the SGSR’s possible decentralization, to the best of Dr.
Mack’s knowledge, the issue has been dropped.
ii. With the large number of budget meetings between the University Vice
Presidents, Dr. Mack stressed the importance of thinking about how we can get
through the next 12 - 18 months, which will likely be tough, while still delivering
quality education to our students and asked for suggestions from the group. A
suggestion was made to use technology as much as possible to be more
efficient. One way to do this is for the departments to forward e-mail addresses
to Paula or Lori to have them added to the Hobson’s program.
iii. Several faculty voiced concerns over increasing responsibilities within the IUP
community as well as from accreditation authorities. Gian noted that one
serious problem is when faculty that have handled a certain area or program for
a significant amount of time retire or no longer serve in that capacity, it is
extremely hard to find others willing to take on those things, especially given
the current constraints and responsibilities of faculty members. Gail added that
a few faculty are experiencing health issues that can be at least partially
attributed to the demands of their positions. Gail also noted that it would be
beneficial for faculty members to be able to receive release time for recruitment
purposes. In regard to release time, Stephanie Taylor-Davis suggested that
release time could be used to allow for the faculty to do all the other things they
are expected and/or required to do, i.e., research, service, accreditation,
marketing, alumni assessment and tracking.
iv. Dr. Mack distributed a handout that is a sample of what the Deans receive each
month. The chart shows raw data on the number of applicants applying to each
program within each college with a total comparison to last year’s applicants.
Dr. Mack elaborated that the information is then used by the Deans to evaluate
how their respective areas are performing in relation to the portion of the
overall University goals to increase enrollment, etc.. This is done while
recognizing that there is greatly increased competition over the same number of
graduate students nationwide. Dr. Mack encouraged the coordinators to admit
sooner rather than later given the current competitiveness of graduate
education.
New Business
a. Update from SGSR Admissions - Lori Harkleroad
i. Lori updated the group on application numbers just since returning from break
(425 received compared to 369 at this time last year).
ii. She appraised the group on the recent notification that the GRE is being revised.
An e-mail was recently sent to the graduate coordinator listserv and to the
coordinators who have programs which require the GRE as part of their
application requirements. The e-mail included links to the ETS website specific
to the revised GRE test information. ETS is offering a series of free webinars
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with the first one scheduled for February 10. Departments may have to adjust
their minimum score requirement for admission. Donna noted that the revised
exam may simply require a “crosswalk” from the previous version’s score to the
revised version’s score. Beginning August 1, 2011, the new test will be offered.
The crosswalk table will not be available until sometime during the fall
semester. Applicants applying to programs with deadlines prior to November 1
will use the current test. Those who plan on applying to programs with an
application deadline after November 1 should take the revised GRE.
iii. Regarding time appointments, Lori advised the group that they will no longer be
receiving paper time appointment notices. The alternate PINs will now be
available through URSA using the Advisee listing. There will be an option to
export the advisee list, including the alternate PIN, to an Excel spreadsheet.
There will also be an option to view the alternate PINs for those graduate
students who are not currently registered. An e-mail from Lori with instructions
for coordinators to access the time appointment information from URSA will be
forthcoming.
iv. Paula and Lori will also be holding another Graduate Coordinator training
session on reporting tools, Graduate School policies and marketing in midFebruary, which new department secretaries are welcome to attend. E-mails
containing further information regarding the training sessions will also be sent
out soon.
b. Message from the Assistant Dean for Research - Hilliary Creely
i. Dr. Creely is forming an ad hoc committee to discuss how the Research Topic
Approval Form (RTAF) and its associated process can be improved . She asked
for anyone interested in serving on the committee to e-mail her.
ii. Dr. Mack noted that the ad hoc committee would benefit greatly from people
who have opinions on the RTAF and are willing to engage in the group
discussions.
iii. It was also noted that an improved RTAF will assist in better enforcement of
policies and greater administrative efficiency for thesis/dissertation writers.
Adjournment
a. The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, February, 23, 2011, at 11:00 a.m., in the
HUB Allegheny Room, with the Doctoral Coordinator meeting following at 12:30 p.m.

